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Canadian Sport for Life Kingston
PLAY Library Physical Literacy Starter Kit
Providing movement experiences for children birth to age 6
What is Physical Literacy?
Movement is a child’s first language. Just as children learn language skills through
reading and writing, they also need to learn movement skills through
playing and trying new things; this is “physical literacy.” Physical
literacy lays the foundation for an active life.

Let’s Get Started!
Why a Physical Literacy Starter kit?

The contents of this Starter Kit have been carefully chosen with a wide
range of fundamental movement skills in mind. Have fun as a family
using the equipment and games provided. Make up your own games, or just play freely
with the items! The skills emphasized in the kit include: jumping, throwing, catching,
kicking, hitting, and balancing.

•

Play Time

•
•

Play Space

Play Talk
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Focus on fun and play with your child. Consider your child’s
interests.
Set some time every day to be active and vary the length of
each play session.
Choose activities that challenge your child and at the same
time give him a chance to succeed.

•
•
•

Make sure your play area is safe.
Create an open area by removing clutter.
Take turns with your children; be an active role model.

•

Start with an activity or piece of equipment that you and your
child are comfortable using.
Invite your child to create a game and tell you how to play it.
Talking about the game will also help to develop your child's
physical literacy skills.

•
•

Contents of the Kit
Equipment

Game

Page
No.

3 juggling scarves

Chicken Throw
Catch a Cloud

4
10

2 stretch chickens

Chicken Throw

4

2 beach balls

Beach Ball Boogie

13

4 pylons

Chicken Throw
Knock Down
Frogs and Trains
Frisbee Toss
Bocce

4
5
6
7
11

6 bean bags

Bocce
Sammy Snake Jump
Chicken Throw

11
9
4

2 skipping ropes

Sammy Snake Jump

9

1 nerf dice

Creative Balances

12

1 nerf soccer ball

Knock Down

5

2 nerf discs

Frisbee Toss

7

1 easy grip ball

Crazy Ball

8

Spots - 6 stars, 6 squares, 6 circles

Frogs and Trains
Creative Balances
Crazy Ball

6
12
8

6 ground markers

Crazy Ball
Bocce

8
11

Books & Other Resources
•
•
•

“What I See, I Can Be” is a colourful yoga story that invites you and your child to
try different yoga postures in a story format.
Move™ – This resource integrates physical activity, early language development
and healthy eating for infants and toddlers, from birth to 3 years of age.
Developing Physical Literacy – A Guide for Parents of Children Ages 0-12.
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Chicken Throw
Equipment
•
•
•

Stretch Chicken
1 Pylon
1 Juggling Scarf

Skills
•

Throwing

How to Play
1.
2.
3.
4.

Lay out a juggling scarf on the ground.
Place a pylon on the juggling scarf. This is the target.
Mark a line 5 paces away from the pylon.
Take turns throwing the stretch chicken at the target.
■ Start by throwing underhand.
■ Next, throw overhand.

Challenge
•

Try using a stuffed animal instead of the stretch chicken.

Helpful Hints
When learning to throw underhand encourage your child to:
• look at the target,
• point his toes at the target,
• swing his arm back like an elephant trunk, and
• step forward as he throws.
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Knock Down and Kick Some More!
Equipment
•
•

1 Nerf Soccer Ball
4 Pylons

Skills
•

Kicking

How to Play
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Place 4 pylons horizontally approximately half a metre apart.
Stand 2 meters away (you can change the distance).
Point to a pylon that you want your child to hit with the ball.
Instruct your child to kick the ball aiming to hit that pylon.
Once the designated pylon has been hit, select another one.
Switch roles when all four pylons have been hit.

Challenge

Try other kicking games:
• Kick, run forward, stop the ball rolling, kick again.
• Kick the ball with the opposite foot.
• Kick the ball towards a goal (Two pylons).
• Create a square using the pylons or spots. Kick the ball while moving around a square.
• Drop the soccer ball and kick it after the bounce.

Helpful Hints
These activities help your child gain body control,
locomotion and object manipulation skills – explore and
create together!
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Frogs & Trains
Equipment
•
•

Square, circle or star spots
Ground markers

Skills
•
•

Hopping
Skipping

How to Play

Leap Frog
1. Scatter the spots (lily pads) around the play area.
2. Invite your child to jump over the spots (lily pads), moving around the area.
3. Count how many lily pads she can jump over without touching them.
4. Now, invite your child to squat like a frog; reach her two hands over a lily pad to touch the
floor then bring her feet up to meet her hands….that’s a leap frog!!
Train Station
1. Set out the spots (train stations) around the activity area.
2. Have your child pretend to be a train behind you, and follow you walking from station to
station traveling to the spots in any order.
3. Say “woo woo” every time you get to a station!
4. After the route is established, try other forms of movement such as skipping, hopping,
jogging, side stepping, and galloping.
5. Now switch leaders; it’s your child’s turn!

Challenge
•
•

Set out the ground markers and the spots; move about together and do the “Lily Pad Jump”
taking turns jumping on the spots and the “Leap Frog Splash” jumping over the ground
markers to “splash” in the pond!
Scatter the pylons at different distances – have your child run and jump over them, landing
on two feet.

Helpful Hints
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Ask yourself “Does my child”:
• Understand movement terms like skip, gallop, hop, and jump?
• Have the ability to balance during movement?
• Have the ability to stop and start; then change direction?”
All of these are steps towards becoming physically literate.

Frisbee Toss
Equipment
•
•

Skills

Nerf disc
Pylons

•

Throwing

How to Play

1. Set out one pylon.
2. Mark three lines away from the pylon at different distances.
3. Take turns with your child throwing the flying disc at the pylon from behind one of the three
lines.
4. Adjust lines as necessary.

Challenge
•
•
•
•

Throw to other targets.
Throw the disc as far as you can.
Try and catch the disc.
Throw back and forth, stand close together and then move further apart.

Helpful Hints
By encouraging active play with other children, your child will
learn life skills such as cooperation, taking turns, sharing, and
communication.
Focus on fun and play as your child continues to develop
physical literacy.
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Crazy Ball
Equipment
•
•
•

Easy grip ball
Spots
Ground markers

Skills
•

Throwing

How to Play

1. Use a spot to mark a starting place.
2. Place a ground marker out in your play space.
3. Show your child how you use an overhand action to throw the “crazy ball” towards the
marker.
4. Next, encourage your child to use a big overhand throw towards the marker using the “crazy
ball”.

Challenge
•
•
•
•

With your child, discover how many ways you can carry the ball together using various body
parts (e.g., between 2 elbows, between a knee and a hand, etc).
Move slowly at first and then faster.
See how far you can get before the ball falls.
Try moving with the ball “stuck” between you.

Helpful Hints
Ask your child to explain what he or she is doing. Encourage your
child to talk about the activity. Describing movements with action
words encourages imagination and creativity!
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Sammy Snake Jump
Equipment
•

Jump Rope, with a soft object attached to
one end (e.g. bean bag)

Skills
•

Jumping

How to Play
1.
2.
3.
4.

Hold the skipping rope at one end.
Wiggle the rope like a snake on the ground.
Invite your child to jump over the rope from side to side.
Each time your child jumps over the rope, call out one letter of her name until the spelling of
the name is complete.
5. Invite your child to join in or take over the spelling.

Challenge
•
•
•

Swing the rope slowly back and forth just off the floor for jumping.
Make different shapes with the rope on the floor:
■ invite your child to jump back and forth over the rope,
■ jump along the rope, not touching it.
Using two skipping ropes lay out a river with a narrow end and a wide end:
■ invite your child to start at the narrow end and jump across the river,
■ encourage a bigger jump at the wider parts.

Helpful Hints
Positive comments about your child’s efforts are very
important!
• “You did that very well!”
• “I like the way we are working together!”
• “Hey, you figured that out fast!”
• “I’ll show you…now you show me!”
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Catch a Cloud
Equipment
•

Juggling scarves

Skills
•
•

Throwing
Catching

How to Play

1. Read the poem “Clouds”, then toss the scarf (cloud) in the air and let it fall.
2. “Clouds”:
White sheep, white sheep
On a blue hill,
When the wind stops
You all stand still.
When the wind blows
You walk away slow.
White sheep, white sheep,
Where do you go?
3. Invite your child to suggest other body parts to catch with: elbow, knee, head, or foot.
Use one hand, then the other to catch the scarves.

Challenge
•
•

Add actions before catching:
■ toss, clap your hands and catch,
■ toss, touch the ground, then catch.
Together create different patterns in the air, for example, wiggly snakes, window wipers,
wavy waters, or sweeping rainbows.

Helpful Hints
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When learning to catch, teach your child to:
• keep his eye on the ball;
• make a basket shape with his hands;
• reach out towards the ball then,
• catch softly; pretending to catch an egg.

Bocce
Equipment
•
•
•

Bean bags
Pylon - the jack
Ground markers

Skills
•

Throwing

How to Play
1.
2.
3.
4.

Discuss and choose a starting point for you and your child to begin the activity.
Place the pylon, the “jack”, a few meters away from the starting point.
Take turns with your child to throw underhand or slide your beanbags toward the “jack”.
Try to get the beanbags as close to the “jack” as you can.

Challenge
•
•
•

Ask your child to throw the beanbags one at a time as far as possible.
Use the ground markers to mark the spots; collect the bean bags and see if your child can
throw the bean bags farther.
Set the pylons out at different distances. Invite your child to throw the bean bags to hit a
pylon.

Helpful Hints
Don’t worry as much about your child learning the game
rules – with confidence in basic movement skills, they
develop a love for the game!
Remember to get lots of outside playtime. Children love
to explore and get messy! Bad weather should not hold
children back from playing outside as long as they are
dressed properly.
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Creative Balances
Equipment
•
•

Skills

Nerf dice
Spots

•

Balancing

How to Play
1. Show your child different ways to balance. Invite them to copy your actions (use your legs,
hands, toes, knees, bottom, and fingers to vary the number of points of contact your body
has with the ground).
2. Invite your child to roll the dice.
3. Show your child a balance that has the same number of contact points as the number rolled
on the dice. Balance on:
■ one leg,
■ tiptoes,
■ two knees and one hand,
■ two feet and two hands,
■ head, two feet, and two hands.

Challenge
•

Invite your child to create different balance shapes on the stars, circles or squares. Try some
yourself!

Helpful Hints
Bring out one piece of equipment at a time so that
the focus is on learning one movement at a time.
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Beach Ball Boogie
Equipment
•

Skills

Beach balls

•
•
•

Catching
Throwing
Hitting

How to Play

1. Ask your child to stand ready with two hands out in front in a basket shape, baby fingers
together.
2. Toss a beach ball to your child, using a two hand underhand throw and say “hug the ball’’ as
he catches it.
3. Have your child throw the beach ball back to you and try several more catches.
4. Keep moving further apart to add more distance.

Challenge
•
•
•
•
•
•

Start by dropping and catching the beach balls. Add in small tosses and catches in the air.
Show your child how you can hit the beach ball off your hand.
Ask your child to balance the beach ball on one hand and then hit it off with the other hand.
Invite your child to toss their beach ball up (not too high) and hit it underneath to keep it up.
Can she hit it again?
Challenge her to get more then 2 hits in a row.
Use one beach ball and both of you try to “keep it up” in the air.

Helpful Hints
When learning to hit an object, teach your child to:
• be in a ready position;
• bend her knees;
• stand on the balls of her feet and
• move her body to meet the ball.
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FUNtervals

High Intensity Interval Games
FUNtervals are high intensity interval type games that consist of whole body
movements. The interval pattern was originally designed by Izumi Tabata from Japan
and was found to be just as effective in improving fitness as doing an hour's worth of
running. Including a story line in the FUNterval activities, kids can get a good workout
while using their imaginations with fundamental movement skills. The best part about
it? It can be done anywhere, anytime. The activities only last 4 minutes, require
minimal amounts of space, and need no equipment. Play hard!

Instructions
1. The purpose of FUNtervals is to tell a story using actions.
2. Each red box is an interval (a period of time where activity is done).
3. Each interval is done for 20 seconds.
4. Rest for 10 seconds in between each interval. Some activities have specific
instructions for rest, others are left for you to decide what to do.
5. Complete each interval with BIG MOVEMENTS and with as much speed in the
movements as possible!
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Popcorn
You have the esteemed duty of making popcorn for the entire city. Aim to make 20 bags of
popcorn for your first batch and top that number for the second batch!

Repeat

1.

Reach up and down to grab popcorn
bags from a shelf above and put it in
a “giant bowl” in front of you.

2.

Pop the popcorn by doing jumping
stars.

3.

Squat down and scoop your arms
in front of you and back up as if
scooping into a giant sack beside
you.

4.

Run on the spot to deliver the
popcorn to the city while it’s still hot!

Repeat steps 1-4 and see if you can
top the number of popcorn bags you
popped the first time.
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Rock Paper Scissors Dance
Complete the rock paper scissors dance as fast as you can 10 times to power up your
rock paper scissors skills. On your rest, have a traditional rock paper scissors game with
the person closest to you (best 2 out of 3). Keep track of number of games won for a little
added competition.

1.

Rest
16

Rock-Crouch

2.

Paper-Star

3.

Scissors-Clap arms together above
head, jump legs together.

Rest: Best 2 out of 3 traditional rock
paper scissors battle.

Winter X Games
You’ve been selected to compete in the Winter Olympics for 4 events! Wow, such
impressive athletes. The first set is your practice for the big day. Second time around, give
it all you’ve got to earn your place on the podium!

1.
2.

Repeat

Cross Country Skiing: Jumping
alternating lunges with arms swinging
back and forth. Do a trick jump during
rest.

Snowboard Moguls: Lunge shifting
weight from side to side. Do a trick
jump during rest.

3.

Bobsled: Hold on to chair and sprint
on the spot as if pushing the sled.
During rest crouch down into your
“sled”.

4.

Speed Skating: Alternating semi circle
lunges. During rest, glide with your
hands up as you cross the finish line!

Repeat steps 1-4 and give it
everything you’ve got to ensure a spot
on the podium.
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Rocket
You’re headed out for a space adventure! You must prepare your ship and survive the
travel to the moon to collect some delicious moon cheese. Make it back in time with this
rare delicacy for lunch. Grilled moon cheese sandwiches anyone?

1.
2.
3.
4.
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Repeat

Reach up and squat down to put the
crystals into the fuel tank.

Jump up and squat down to crush the
crystals and activate their energy to
power the ship.

Run to the front of the space ship and
hop in to the pilot seat.

Call out dodge, jump, power jump
(squat plus jump) to dodge asteroids
while running on the spot. After this
you’ve made it to the moon/home
(round 2)!

Repeat steps 1-4 to get back home.
Hurry! Don’t want to be late for lunch!

For more information on how and
where to be active contact:
City of Kingston Recreation & Leisure Department
• www.cityofkingston.ca/recreation
• 613-546-4291, ext. 1700
Kingston, Frontenac & Lennox and Addington Public Health
• www.kflapublichealth.ca
• Child & Babytalk Phone Line
613-549-1154 or 1-800-267-7875 ext. 1555
• Supporting Healthy Schools Line
613-549-1232 or
1-800-267-7875, ext. 1102
healthy.schools@kflapublichealth.ca
Kingston Gets Active – www.kingstongetsactive.ca
Ontario Early Years Centre:
• Kingston and the Islands - 613-384-1231
• North, Central, and South Frontenac Township – Sharbot Lake - 613-279-2244
• Lennox and Addington County – Napanee - 613-354-6318
FUNtervals
• Jasmin Ma, 8jkm@queensu.ca
Canadian Sport for Life (CS4L) Kingston is a national movement that was started to
improve the quality of sport and physical activity in Canada. Inspired by best-practices
from all over Canada, CS4L Kingston is increasing opportunities for sport & recreation
participation, implementing physical literacy in activities to promote lifelong participation in
physical activity.

CS4L Kingston is funded by the Province of Ontario, Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport.
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This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License
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